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Summary

Trienekens, D.P.C.;
Real-time obstacle avoidance using artificial potential fields for robot motion controI.
M.Sc. Thesis, Measurement and Control Section ER, Electrical Engineering, Eindhoven

University of Technology, The Netherlands, Dec. 1994.

A robot control system has been developed which allows real-time obstacle avoidance of a

manipulator while the manipulator's TCP moves to a desired position in world space. The motion
control of the manipulator is based on the 'artificial potential field concept'. This technique creates
an attractive artificial potential field at the goal position and repulsive artificial potential fields at

obstacles. The negative gradients of these fields are artificial forces which operate on the
manipulator and result in torques at the joints.
This motion control includes direct kinematics, shortest distance calculations between links and
obstacles, force calculations, geometrical force distribution and calculation of the torques. To
simplify these calculations the manipulator links are modeled as Iines and obstacles are represented

as points in world space, making real-time control possible.

This method has been implemented on a VME-system which controlled an ASEA Irb-6 manipu
lator. Several tests have been performed and the control system performed weil, except for the
fact of the excistence of local minima which result in trapping the manipulator.

Samenvatting

Trienekens, D.P.C.;
Een real-time robot besturing voor het ontwijken van obstakels dmv kunstmatige potentiaal velden.

Afstudeerverslag, vakgroep ER, Faculteit Elektrotechniek, Technische Universiteit Eindhoven,

Dec. 1994.

Dit verslag beschrijft een ontwikkeld robot regelsysteem dat in staat is een manipulator obstakels

te laten ontwijken, terwijl de TCP van de manipulator naar een gewenste positie beweegt. Deze

regeling is gebaseerd op het 'kunstmatige potentiaalveld concept'. Deze techniek creëerd een

attractief kunstmatig potentiaalveld om de gewenste eindpositie van de TCP en afstotende
kunstmatige potentiaalvelden rondom obstakels. De negatieve gradient van zo'n veld is een kracht
die inwerkt op de manipulator en koppels kan veroorzaken op de draaipunten van de manipulator.

Dit regelsysteem bestaat uit directe kinematica berekeningen, kortste afstand berekeningen tussen

links en obstakels, berekening van krachten, geometrische distributie van krachten en tenslotte de
berekeningen van de koppels. Om deze berekeningen simpel en snel te maken zijn de links van de
manipulator gemodelleerd als lijnen en obstakels als punten, zodat real-time regeling mogelijk is.

Deze methode is geïmplementeerd op een VME-systeem die een ASEA Irb-6 manipulator

bestuurt. Er zijn verschillende tests uitgevoerd en de regeling voldeed goed, behalve voor het feit

dat locale minima optreden die de manipulator 'vangen'.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

UntiJ recently, robots were primariJy employed for carrying out programmed, repetitious tasks.

Methodologies and algorithms for autonomous functioning were examined, but their im

plementation was hindered by the slow computing hardware. With the rapid advances in semicon

ductor and computing technology, it has become feasible to buiJd robots that can function at

reasonable speeds. Much research has been done to deve10p theories and algorithms needed for

robots to process information and interact with the environment. Examples of such capabilities

inc1ude perception, reasoning, planning, manipulation and learning.

One important issue of research inc1uding interaction with the environment during robot motion is

real-time obstac1e avoidance. Imagine a robot is carrying out a certain task. If an object enters the

robot's workspace, the robot has to avoid the obstac1e whiJe carrying out its task. So, having

information about the environment, the robot has to adjust its trajectory by himself.

The department Measurement and Control at the Eindhoven University of Technology has

developed a robot control system for the ASEA Irb-6 manipulator. This system drives the mani

pulator to let the Tooi Centre Point (fCP) follow a precalculated trajectory but does not involve

with real-time obstac1e avoidance. The work described in this report will deal with this problem.

With a simplified model of the manipulator and a predefined environment, real-time obstac1e

avoidance motion of the manipulator to a certain goal-configuration will be realized by using

artificial potential functions for motion controI. Using this technique, an attractive potential field is

created at the goal and a repulsive potential field is created around each obstac1e. So this approach

constructs a scalar function called the potential that has a minimum, when the manipulator is at

the goal configuration, and a high value on obstac1es. Everywhere else, the function is sloping

down toward the goal configuration, so that the manipulator can reach the goal configuration from

any other configuration by following the negative gradient of the potential field. The high values

of the repulsive potential fields prevent the manipulator from running into obstac1es.

The manipulator and its control system are described in chapter 2. Chapter 3 deals with the

application of potential fields in robot motion control and describes the potential functions for the

current study. Chapters 4 and 5 describe resp. the direct/inverse kinematics and shortest distance

calculations between links and obstac1es, necessary to calculate the operating forces. The

evaluation of the implementation of the potential fields is described in chapter 6. Chapter 7 deals

with the test results and finally we will give an evaluation of the system in chapter 8, inc1uding

some recommendations for future research.
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Chapter 2

The robot and its control system

This chapter briefly describes the properties of the ASEA Irb-6 manipulator and the basics of its

control system that was already developed. This includes timing and data-flow. Some basic

changes had to be made to the original software, to prepare it for the current study. These

changes will be mentioned during the description of the existing system.

2.1 The ASEA Irb-6 robot

The new control algorithm will be implemented on the control system of the ASEA Irb-6

industrial manipulator. This is a robot with five rotary joints, or in other words, five degrees of

freedom (see figure 2.1).

'-----'Helst

'------UCper arn:

.........-------Lc...er arm

+---------5tand

-+--------"edestal

Figure 2.1: Side view ofthe ASEA robot in lts initial conjiguration.

Link 1 (body) rotates around the z-axis of the world coordinate system. It is driven by a OC

motor with harmonic drive. When such a drive is used, it is possible to use a large gear ratio with

a very compact structure. Link 1 is able to rotate over an angle of 340° with a maximum speed of

95°!sec. Link 2 (lower arm) and link 3 (upper arm) rotate around (different) axes, parallel to the

xy-plane. These two links are driven by a OC-motor. The motor rotates a balI screw, which

transmits a rotary movement to the link by way of a balI nut. Link 2 is able to rotate over an

angle of 80°. The maximum angle of rotation of link 3 is 65°. This link contains a parallellogram

construction. This means that the angle between link 3 and the xy-plane will not change if link 2

rotates over an angle O.

The first three links determine the position of the TCP. The orientation of the TCP can be
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changed with link 4 and 5 (wrist). Link 4 also contains a parallellogram construction. Changing

the angle between link 3 and the xy-plane does not change the angle between link 4 and the xy

plane. Link 4 and 5 are able to rotate over an angle of resp. 180° and 360° with maximum speeds

of resp. U5°/sec and 195°/sec. Both links are driven by a DC motor with harmonie drive.

Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show the workspace and the definition of positive and negative link move

ments of the ASEA Irb-6.

Figure 2.2: Top view ofthe workspace ofthe ASEA Irb-6.
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Figure 2.3: Side view ofthe workspace ofthe ASEA Irb-6.
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The actual angle of rotation of each link is measured with resolvers. Each joint contains a

resolver, which produces a signal that retlects the angle of rotation of its corresponding motor

axis. The relation between the angle 0; (in degrees) of link i and its resolver value is as follows:

for l:s:i:s:3

8, =

(Res j - 524288)

1782

(Res4 -524288)

1440

(Res,-524288 +1440*8)

843

(2.1)

The value 524288 (=80000H) is the preset-value of the counters (resolver value of each link when

the robot is in its initial configuration). Res; is the actual decimal resolver value of link i. Link 1,

2 and 3 have an angle resolution of 11178r. The angle resolutions of link 4 and 5 are resp.

111440° and 11853°. The resolver value of link 5 also depends on 04! The 04 dependence is built

in to cancel out the rotation of link 5 due to a rotation of link 4 caused by the mechanical

construction of the robot.

The resolver values are used by the control algorithms to compute a control value for each joint.

These control values will be transformed into voltages by the Digital-Analogue-Converter card.

The voltages will be supplied to the amplifiers, which on their turn generate a current to drive the

motors.

For safety the robot contains several switches. A certain switch will be activated if the angle of a

link becomes too large. When this is the case the power supply will be switched off and the inputs

to the motors will be short circuited (hold position).

For more detailed information about the ASEA Irb-6 see [2].

2.2 Robot Control System

The robot is controlled by a VME-rack. This rack consists of several cards (figure 2.4), each

having its own function :

1. The mastercard (Radstone PME-6814). This card is the bus-arbiter and controls the timing

and data-tlow on the VME-bus. The mastercard also reads the resolver values from the

resolvercards via the P2-bus.

2. Mathcards (Radstone PME-6825). Each mathcard contains a 68020 processor with co

processor, making it suitable for fast calculations. The mathcards contain the control algorithms
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and communicate with the mastercard via the VME-bus.

3. The Bit3-card. This card sets up a parallel interface between the PC and the VME-bus. The

PC is used for developing programs, compiling, linking and down loading them to the VME

rack (appendix A). If the control system bas been set up, the PC can be used to run an applica

tion.

4. The DAC-card (MPV954). This card consists of 8 parallel 12 bit DA-converters. Eacb

converter bas an input range of -2048 up to and including 2047. The DAC-card generates input

voltages for the amplifiers wbicb drive the motors.

/ ""/ "'-
<~ :~ I

K / BIT-3 PC-AT
"'- /

./ "'- PME-6825 Terminal
Mathcard 2 -

"- /

/ "- PME-6825> - Terminalf',.
Mathcard 1 - -

"'- /

rJj
./ "'- PME-6814.s - Terminalf',. / Mastercard

I "- /

~
/ " Iresolvercard 1 --

[9' [resolvercard 2
7,0

I resolvercard 3 - ~obot-
~ resolvercard 4 --

resolvercard 5 ---
J"'- V

./ "- MPV 954 Amplifiers
) -

DAC-card
... motors 1 - 5"'- /

"" V

Figure 2.4: The VME-rack.
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The servo-system of the robot together with its safety sytem is called the Robot Control System

(RCS).

2.3 Timing and dataflow on the RCS

If we want to send setpoints (configurations of the robot) from an application on the PC to the

RCS, the RCS has to operate in buffermode. We will explain what this mode means and will

show how the timing and data-flow on the RCS is regulated when this mode is selected.

Comment! A setpoint is one robot-configuration. So, in our case a setpoint consists of five joint

angles (robot-coordinates) forming a joint-angle vector. One angle for each joint. The angles are

expressed in resolver values, not in degrees!

If we speak of setpoints, we mean more than one setpoint, following each other in time.

2.3.1 The buffermode

In buffermode the RCS processes setpoints which are off-line generated by an application on the

PC. In the old set up the RCS reads and processes a whole set of setpoints to make the TCP of

the robot follow a pre-specified path [Zl]. A setpoint is generated every 'sampletime' Tl and read

and processed by the RCS every sampletime TI. Tl and TZ have to be equal for synchronization

purposes. If no new setpoints are generated, the RCS will keep reading the last generated setpoint

every sampletime TZ, untill new setpoints are generated on the PC.

In our case (new set up) we only send one setpoint to the RCS. The RCS will keep reading and

processing this setpoint, untill a new setpoint is generated on the PC. In this case the goal-position

of the TCP will be reached correctly if we do not send a new setpoint before the robot has

finished its motion.

2.3.2 The application RTOA on the AT

The structure of the example program RTOA (Real-Time Obstacle Avoidance) is basicly kept the

same like the standard structure of a SRL_5 application [Zl, p,43]. One difference is that we can

leave out some include-files, simply because we don't need them. Another difference is that we

changed the tranformation algorithms between world- and joint space.

When the application is started, the robot will be initialized (move to initial configuration) using

the existing software. Next the user has to specify a goal-position of the TCP in world space. This

position will be transformed into joint space (setpoint) and send to a buffer on the VME-rack.

This setpoint will be processed by the RCS and the TCP will reach the specified goal-position. In

our case the TCP was equal to the position of the robot end-effector (no tooI)!
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2.3.3 The mastercard in bufferrnode

On the mastercard runs a program called RBS_HOLE.C which coordinates the RCS (see figure

2.5 for the new set up). We assume that the RCS is in buffermode.

In this mode the setpoints are read out of the buffer on the VME-rack with a constant time

interval. The time between two read actions is called the sampletime. This is the only sampletime

we have to deal with. We do not have a 'sampletime' on the application Iike in the old setup.

because we only send one setpoint.

Another difference with the old set up is the interpolation between two setpoints. In the old set up

interpolation takes place on the mathcard between two following setpoints. because the controllers

need more setpoints than can 'real-time' be delivered by the application. The number of interpola

tions can be specified with the variabIe interpol (default 8) in the function 'setupJbs' in the file

RBS_COM.C included with the application on the PC. In the new set up the interpolation between

setpoints is removed. However. the variabIe interpol is still used in order to make the RCS read a

setpoint every sampletime. just Iike in the old set up. Besides a setpoint. the controllers a1so need

resolver values.

Math-eard 2
Data:.

Math-eard 1Master

Data:.

~ Setpoint buffer Setpoint_controller Next.....
Resolver buffer ~ Resolver_amy =-- Resolver_amy card..... ~.. Setpoint_amy Rep_torq\le_amy 1..-

Ollk:. Ollk:. Ollk:.
I Resolven I timer...,proc_regelenO cootroUinkQdistrO c:ootroUinkQdistrQ

I I I
test of CODtrol_QD<>l wait for controlQD<>O wait for cootrolQ<>O

realCresolvenQ - distnbute resolven if timercounter>interpol
set control_QD • 1 if timercounter>lnterpol. I

I timercounter • 1
if timercounter-interpol-l

timercoWlter • 1 I
I set setpoint controll-

++timercounter
read_setpolnts() - caIc repulsive torquts -

safetyO I set cootrolQ • 0 I
distnbute setpolnts() set CODtrolQ • 1 /

J
++timercounter

if timercounter-(ÎIJtC21'Ol.-l) r- - át cootrol ___

timercounter • 0 set cootrolQD • 0 I
else ++timercounter J

IDAC-card : -

Figure 2.5: Data flow RCS in the new set up.
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The time which is reserved for the controllers to process a (interpolated) setpoint is called the

cycletime. So, in the old setup the cycletime is the time needed for the controllers to drive the

robot to a (interpolated) setpoint. In our case the controllers continuously have the same setpoint

every cycle- and sampletime. The cycletime can be specified with the variabie cycletime (default

4ms), also in the function 'setup_rbs.c'. The sampletime of the RCS is determined by the product

of the cycletime and the number of interpolations.

When the master is in buffermode, each cycletime a timer interrupt (defined in the file header.src)

triggers the procedure 'timer--procJegelenO'. This procedure first tests if the controllers have

finished their last call (testing of control_QD). If this is the case the resolvers are read out and

the resolver values are stored in a buffer on the mastercard and distributed to the first mathcard.

The variabie control_QD becomes 1 which allows the controlling on the mathcard to start.

After each number of interpolations, a new setpoint (old set up) will be read out of the setpoint

buffer and send to the first mathcard. This happens 1 cycle before the controllers need a new

setpoint (they are processing the last interpolation of the previous setpoint). The new set up works

exactly the same, exept the RCS does not read a new setpoint, but keeps reading the same

setpoint.

2.3.4 The mathcards

The mathcards are functionally much alike. The difference is the fact that the first mathcard also

has a distributive task, for, the mastercard only sends the resolver values and setpoint to the first

mathcard. The reason for this is the slower processor speed of the mastercard compared with the

mathcards. The first mathcard on his turn distributes the values to the remaining mathcard(s).

On mathcard 1 runs the procedure 'contro!JinkQ_distrO', which is triggered every cycletime by

'timer--procJegelenO' on the mastercard when the variabie controlQD becomes 1 (the mastercard

has send the resolver values). The first mathcard now on his turn sends these values to the

remaining mathcard(s). A setpoint will be distributed as soon as timercounter becomes larger

then the number of interpolations. If a 'new' setpoint (stays the same) is received (in set

point_array), no interpolation takes piace, opposite to the old set up!! So, each cycletime we will

have the same setpoint. Next the controlling procedures are started. How many controllers are

able to run on one mathcard depends on what kind of controllers we use (process time). One

condition is that the controlling is finished before the next cycle starts. In other words, the

variabie controlQD should be set to 0 (controlling ready) before the next trigger of the procedure

'timer--procJegelenO' on the mastercard by the timer-interrupt takes place. On the remaining

mathcard(s) controlQD is called controlQ (no distribution).
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Chapter 3

Artificial potential fields

This chapter gives an introduction to the application of artificial potential fields in robot motion

control, followed by a historical review of several developed potential functions. Finally we will

give a mathematical description of the implemented potential functions on the RCS for the current

study, consisting of an attractive field of the goal, repulsive fields of obstacles and a potential field

to satisfy the manipulator internal joint constraints.

3.1 Introduction

The artificial potential field approach was developed by Khatib in 1980. The major interest in

artificial potential field models has been in realizing obstacle avoidance schemes

[3][1O][13][14J[15][16][17][18][19][20][22][26][28][30][31J. In this approach the artificial potential

field is a mathematical description of the potential energy within the workspace of a manipulator.

Regions in the workspace that are to be avoided are modelled by repulsive potential fields and the

region to which the end-effector is to move is modelled by an attractive potential field. The

summation of repulsive and attractive potential fields provides the desired workspace energy

topology (figure 3.1). With this approach a scalar function can be constructed that has a mini

mum, when the manipulator is at the goal configuration, and a high value on obstacles. Every

where else, the function is sloping down toward the goal configuration, so that the manipulator

can reach the goal configuration from any other configuration by following the negative gradient

of the potential field. The high values of the repulsive potential fields prevent the manipulator

from running into obstacles.

With this idea Khatib implemented an interesting obstacle avoidance system as a part of a dynamic

model-reference robot manipulator servo control system [16]. He modelled the influence of

obstacles as forces acting on the manipulator. To accomplish this, he defined a set of differen

tiable, analytically computable potential functions whose derivatives could be used to simulate

repulsive forces of obstacles in the environment acting on certain distinct fixed points on the

surface of the moving robot manipulator. These forces, along with similar attractive forces acting

on other points of the manipulator and related to its goal position, cause a path to be generated

from the manipulator's initial position to its goal position. However, the addition of attractive and

repulsive potential fields can lead to the realization of the major problem with artificial potential

fields: the presence of local minima. Any local minima in the potential field can result in the

manipulator stopping after a while at an unintended location. Another difficulty arises when the
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potential fields of obstacles are not well-matched to the goal position, that is, when the range of

the influence of the repulsive potential fields is chosen too large, the trajectories lie much further

from the obstacles than necessary. The problem gets even harder if repulsive potential fields are

'feit' at the goal position. In this case the manipulator will be hindered to reach its goal position.

Figure 3.1 : A repulsive potentialfield added to an attractive potentialfield (souree [30)).

In previous research [13], robot collision avoidance has mostly been a component of higher levels

of control in a hierarchical robot control system. Collision avoidance has been treated as a

planning problem, and research in this area has focussed on the development of collision-free path

planning algorithms. These algorithms aim at allowing the low level control to generate a path that

will enable the robot to accomplish its assigned task, free from the risk of collisions.

Path planning algorithms can be c1assified as being either exact or heuristic. Exact algorithms

either find a solution or prove that none exists, and they tend to have high complexity. Heuristic

methods reduce the problem complexity by simpl ifiying the shapes of the objects and restricting

the robot motion to smaller sets.

The path planning algorithm usually contains two modules, a global planner and a local planner

[3][11][12][14]. The global planner uses agIobal description of the free space given by a network

of the minimum potential valleys and selects a candidate path that is Iikely to be collision-free.

The local planner then modities the candidate path to avoid collisions and 10cally optimizes the

path length and smoothness of motion. If the local planner cannot tind a solution, the global

planner computes another path for the local planner to examine. This process is repeated until a

solution is found or the global planner can no longer find apath.

Although collision avoidance is traditionally considered to be a high level planning problem, it can

be effectively distributed among different levels of control, allowing real-time robot operations in

a complex environment using artificial potential functions [16][23].
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Artificial potential fields are applied in manipulator control as weil in mobile robots control and

can be used in world space and/or joint space.

3.2 Historical review of developed potential functions

The use of artificial potential functions for robot control has been described by various re

searchers. We will give a short historical review of several developed potential functions. The list

is most Iikely not complete, but does give an impression what has been achieved on this area.

Takegaki [29] describes the effects of potential functions in terms of a Hamiltonian formulation.

They show that potential function control in joint space using joint actuators and joint damping

functions is globally stabIe, provided there are no local minima. The proof for stability using

potential functions in world space depends on the existence of a uniquely invertabIe Jacobian

matrix, i.e. having one unique configuration of the manipulator for each position and orientation

of the TCP in the work space.

Khatib [16] elicits the use of potential fields in world space to control a robot for which the

dynamics are decoupled through a transformation in feedback. In this case, potential functions for

attraction, repulsion and damping are all expressed in world space; only robot joint Iimitations are

expressed as potential functions in joint space. Multiple obstades are protected by individual

repulsive fields which are combined by arithmetic superposition. Dynamic contraints of maximum

acceleration and maximum velocity are defined in world space.

Andrews [1] and Hogan [10] presented potential function control in the context of impedance

controI. A potential function approach was used to avoid a moving obstade while heading for a

fixed goal.

Krogh [22] introduced the generalized potential field (GPF) in two dimensional workspace,

leading to enhancements on potential function control through the use of a "reserve avoidance

time". Here, potential functions increase their amplitudes depending on the minimum braking

distance to stop a manipulator from colliding with an obstade. Krogh also proposed the non-Iinear

(and non-conservative) operation of setting an obstade's potential function to zero if the mani

pulator is heading away from the obstacle.

Newman and Hogan [26] proposed a non-algebraic potential field combination operation in world

space which preserves desirabIe properties of simple component fields. An energy interpretation

results in mIes for combining independent potential functions into a single control strategy.

Hereby, the attractive and repulsive potential fields are combined into an appropriate control

policy through a logical operation of taking only the maximum potential field acting on the robot
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at the moment to control the robot.

Volpe and Khosla [30] developed a new elliptical potential field in world space that improved

upon previous artificial potential fields by providing avoidance of obstacles without generation of

local minima. Also, since the contours of rectangular objects are followed, a modified version of

the function may be used for object approach. In conjuction with these schemes, an algorithm has

been presented that determines the interaction of the manipulator links with the artificial potential

field.

Later Volpe and Khosla [18][31] developed a novel superquadratic potential field in world space

that provides obstacle avoidance and object approach capabilities. Robust obstacle avoidance and

goal acquisition is achieved by governing the end-effector motion with an avoidance potential field

placed in agiobal attractive weIl. Local minima are not generated in the world space because of

the asymptotically spherical nature of the superquadratic potential field. Link collisions with the

environment are also eliminated. For object approach, a second form of the superquadratic

potential field may be employed to generate deceleration forces. This scheme reduces contact

velocities and forces to tolerabie levels. Both the avoidance and appoach potential fields have been

implemented in simulations of two and three link manipulators. The results indicated an improve

ment over other local potential schemes.

Kim an Khosla [19] presented a new formulation of the artificial potential field to the obstacle

avoidance problem for a mobile robot or a manipulator. They build an artificial potential field,

using harmonic functions that completely eliminate local minima, even for a cluttered environ

ment. The panel method is used to represent arbitrarily shaped obstacles and to derive the

potential field over the whole work space. Based on this potential function, an elegant control

strategy for real-time control of a robot was proposed.

As we can see, several potential functions have been developed during previous research. The end

is not in sight yet, and more is to be expected from future research.

3.3 The implemented potential functions for the current study

The implemented control algorithm is a real-time local planner and is determined by potential

functions for attraction, repulsion, damping and joint limitations. The potential functions and their

corresponding forces/torques will be described in the following paragraphs. Hereby, in world

space, the force vector F operating on a link can be geometrically distributed to lower links and

generate a torque ., at the corresponding joints. In the case of a rotary joint the potential field in

joint space directly generates a torque. In the following considerations the influence of gravity is

ignored, that is, the potential function of the gravity field is set to zero!
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3.3.1 Attractive potential field of the goal

First we will give the general form aod an evaluation of the chosen attractive potential function.

Then we will extend the function from its general form to its final form as weil in joint space as

in world space.

Attractive potential functions U....(x) are generally quadratic wells [1][16][20]. The reason for this

is twofold [30]. First aquadratic potential weil

(3.1)

provides a Iinear control law with constant gain

(3.2)

Second. all potentials are quadratic for small displacements. This may be seen from the Taylor

series expansion

(3.3)

For small displacements• .1x. the higher order terms may be neglected. The force experienced is

(3.4)

which reduces to equation (3.2) since the derivative of the first term is zero and the derivative of

the second term is proportional to kp" If we choose a proper repulsive potential UR(x) , we cao

accomplish the total artificial potential field

(3.5)

to become a positive continuous and differentiable function which attains its zero minimum in

x=O if UR(O)=O. In this case the mechanical system of the manipulator subjected to UQff(x) is

stabIe. Asymptotic stability of the system is achieved by adding a dissipative force proportional to

.t. Let kd be the velocity gain; the resulting attractive force is now of the form

(3.6)

Equation (3.6) shows that the control law of the attractive potential field is equal to a conventional

PD-controller.
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3.3.1.1 Attractive potential field in joint space

When the user has specified a desired position of the TCP in world space, this position is

transformed into joint space (setpoint, consisting of n joint angles) and send to the RCS. So we

have a set of n 4estination angles Od to our disposal, which are expressed in resolver units. Next to

this we have a set of n ,ilctual angles 0" of the robot, also expressed in resolver units, provided by

the resolvers. When the n angle differences O.=O,,-Od are regulated to zero, the TCP has reached

its destination position.

Using 0", and Odi of joint i in combination with equation (3.1) results in the attractive artificial

potential function in joint space acting on joint i. This function looks like

(3.7)

which shows a zero minimum in O,,;=Odi (0.;=0). The torque (we are operating in joint space) cor

responding to UAl00J is

(3.8)

If we add the dissipative part to equation (3.8) in order to achieve asymptotic stability of the

system, the resulting torque looks like

(3.9)

Equation (3.9) indicates that in joint space we can directly obtain iA; using a conventional PD-con

trolIer. The derivation of the kp; and kdi for each joint/link pair of the ASEA Irb-6 is described in

chapter 6.

3.3.1.2 Attractive potential field in world space

The second possibility is to describe the forces in world space. Hereby we define x as being the

vector describing the TCP position in reference coordinate system Ro• Control of the manipulator

in world space is based on the attractive force vector FÀ(x) at the TCP as a command vector

leading the TCP to its desired position. If xd designates the goal position, the attractive potential

function in world space looks like

(3.10)

where Kp is the 3x3 proportional constants matrix with the constants on the diagonal and zeros
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elsewhere. The corresponding force vector is

(3.11)

If we add the dissipative forces to obtain asymptotic stability of the system, equation (3.11)

becomes equal to

•
F.li) '" -Kli-xd)-Kd<x-Xd) (3.12)

where Kd is the 3x3 differentiation constants matrix with the constants on the diagonal and zeros

elsewhere.

The command vector at the TCP can be geometricly distributed over the manipulator, using an

appropriate algorithm. When after distribution a part of F.A.(x) is acting on a certain link, a torque

might be evoked at this Iink's corresponding joint. The distribution of the command vector and

calculations of the torques are described in chapter 6.

3.3.2 Repulsive fjelds of obstacles

The repulsive artificial potential field UR(x) will only be described in world space. UR(x) should

be designed to meet the manipulator stability condition and to create at each point on the

obstacle's surface a potential barrier. Specially, UR(x) should be a non-negative continuous and

differentiable function whose value tends to infinity as the TCP approaches the obstacle's surface.

To avoid undesirable perturbing forces beyond the obstacle's vicinity, the influence of this

potential field must be Iimited to a given region surrounding the obstacle.

Using the shortest distance P to an obstacle 0, we have chosen the following repulsive artificial

potential field function [15]

1
1 (1 1)2

Uip)'" "2'7 -p- Po '

0, ij P>Po

(3.13)

where Po represents the limit distance of the potential field influence and p the shortest distance

from point p to the obstacle O.

Any point (x,y,z) of the robot can be subjected to the artificial repulsive potential field. A Point

Subjected to the Potential is called a psp. The control of a psp with respect to an obstacle 0 is

achieved using the FIRAS function [16]
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ij 0< p5.Po

ij P>Po

(3.14)

where~ denotes the partial derivative vector of the distance from the psp to the obstacle as
~psp

~ =[fJp fJp fJp]T
fJpsp fJx fJy fJz;

(3.15)

The manipulator obstacle avoidance problem is formulated in terms of collision avoidanee of links,

rather than points. Link collision avoidance is achieved by continuously controlling the link's

closest point to the obstacle (chapter 5). At most, npsp's then have to be considered. One psp for

each link. If we know the force FR(PspJ at PSPi on link i, we can geometrically distribute this

force over the links i, i-I, i-2... I, and might cause a torque at the corresponding joints. This will

be shown in chapter 6.

3.3.3 Joint limit avoidanee

The potential field can also be used to satisfy the manipulator internal joint constraints. Let iJ, and

8, be respectively the minimal and maximal bounds of the ith joint coordinate 8,. 8, can be kept

within these boundaries by creating barriers of potential at each of the hyperplanes 8, =iJ, and

8, =8,. The corresponding torques are [16]

(3.15)

and

(3.16)

where iJi(O) and 8i(0) represent the distance limit of the potential field influence. The distances iJe,

and 8e, are defined by

iJ
el
=O,-iJ,

0ei= 0i- 0i
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This is shown in figure 3.2.

Upper angle bound of link I

Llnld

"iower angle bound of link I

Figure 3.2: Angle definitions ofequation (3.17).

3.4 Summation of the different torques at a joint

As we saw in equation (3.9), the attractive artificial potential field in joint space directly evokes a

torque TA; at joint i. In the case of an attractive artificial potential field in world space, the torque

TAi at joint i is given by

(3.18)

where FA (x) is the attractive force vector acting at the TCP and /;0 the function that calculates

the torque at joint i. Equations (3.15) and (3.16) show that the torques due to joint limit avoidanee

cao directly be obtained from the joint angles. The repulsive artificial potential fields acting on the

links i, i + 1,... , n cause a torque

11

'rJU =L~(FR(PSP}»
}=I

(3.19)

at joint i, where n is equal to the number of links, FR(Psp) the repulsive force at link j and fj;0
the function that calculates the torque at joint i due to the force FR(Psp). The derivation of the

torques due to the different potential fields might not be completely c1ear yet. The calculation of

the torques will be more extensively described in chapter 6 where the implementation of the

potential fields on the RCS is considered.

When the torques due to the different potential fields have been calculated for each joint, the total

torque at joint i is given by
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(3.20)

As we will see later in chapter 6 we have to deal with restrictions for the torque and the angle

velocities, leading to non-Iinearities. These non-Iinearities influence our potential fields, eventually

leading to a review of our model.
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Chapter 4

Robot arm kinematics

This chapter shows how the robot is modelled and why it is modelled this way. Using the robot

arm kinematics problem we can describe the spatial configuration of the modelled robot. This

spatial configuration can be expressed in world space or joint space, depending on whether we use

the direct kinematics or inverse kinematics.

4.1 Simplifying the robot's geometrical representation

The robot has of course a 3-dimensional structure. To ease and speed up the calculations during

robot motion control, we have chosen for a simple geometrical representation of the robot as

shown in figure 4.1.

Z-axïs
LinkS

- -

Link 2

Link 3
Link4 ~ TCP

I Link1/ Y-axis

4l:·.·:::·:::· ·~: X-axïs

Figure 4.1 : The geometrical representation of the ASEA Irb-6.

The links are represented as simple l-dimensional Iines. The joints are the rotation points between

the Iines and have no dimensions. If we know the positon of the joints and the TCP and the

orientation of the links, we know the complete spatial configuration of the robot in world space.

As we will see in the next paragraph these positions and orientations can easily be obtained.
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Modelling the links as simple lines extremely simplifies the minimum distance calculations

between links and objects. Calculating the minimum distance between a line and a 1-, 2- or 3

dimensional object is of course much easier to perform then between a 3-dimensional object and

another object. It is also much faster, making real-time control possible.

If we can proof that real-time motion control with artificial potential fields works for the

simplified case, it should also work when the robot is modelled in real dimensions.

4.2 Robot arm kinematics

Robot arm kinematics deal with the geometry of robot arm motion with respect to a fixed-referen

ce coordinate system without regard to the forces/moments that cause the motion. Thus it deals

with the spatial configuration of the robot, in particular the relations between joint-variable space

and the position and orientation of a robot arm in world space. The kinematics problem usually

consists of two subproblems - the direct and inverse kinematies problems.

The direct kinematics problem is to find the position and orientation of the body-attached coordi

nate system at each link with respect to a reference coordinate system, given the joint-angle vector

o= (Ol' O2, 03 , 04 , Os? of the robot arm.

The inverse kinematics problem (or arm solution) is to calculate the joint-angle vector °given the

position and orientation of the TCP with respect to the reference coordinate system.

We use both the direct and inverse kinematics. The inverse kinematics is used to calculate the

setpoint from the desired TCP-position, specified by the user, which is send to the RCS. The

direct kinematics is used by the RCS to calculate the torques due to the attractive potential field of

the goal and repulsive potential tields of obstacles in world space.

4.2.1 Direct kinematics

Vector and matrix algebra are used to develop a systematic generalized approach to describing and

representing the location of robot arm links with respect to a fixed reference frame. Since the

robot arm links can rotate with respect to a reference coordinate system, a body-attached coordi

nate system is established at the end of each link. The direct kinematics problem is then reduced

to finding a transformation matrix that relates the body-attached coordinate system (Xi' YI' ZJ to

the reference coordinate system (xo, Yo, zo) which from now on will be called the world coordinate

system.

A way of obtaining these transformation matrices was proposed by Denavit and Hartenberg, the so

called D-H representation [5]. The D-H representation of a link depends on four geometric

quantities (0;, di> a j and aJ associated with each link, that completely describe any revolute/pris

matie joint. In our case dj, a j and a j are the link and joint parameters and remain constants, while

0; is the joint variabie that changes when link i rotates with respect to link i-I. With the basic rules
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for establishing an orthonormal eoordinate system and the geometrie interpretation of the joint and

link parameters, a consistent orthonormal eoordinate system ean be established for eaeh link [24,

p.22/23]. The results for the ASEA Irb-6 are shown in figure 4.2 and table 4.1.

X2

Y2

" zz
B-

83

jaDll

Zl

joill3

L2

YI

Figure 4.2: Link coordinate systems ofthe ASEA Irb-6 (initial position).

Table 4.1 : The joint and link parameters of the ASEA Irb6 robot.

I Joint i I OiO Oli

I

di (mm)
I1

ai (mm) I
1 0 900 L 1=700 0

2 900 0 0 Lz=450

3 -900 0 0 L 3 =650

4 900 900 0 0

5 0 0 L 4 =95 0

L" Lz, ~ and L 4 are the lengths of resp. link 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Now we have the O-H eoordinate system of eaeh link, a homogeneous transformation matrix A'~l
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[24, p.23] can be developed relating the ith coordinate system to the (i-l)th coordinate system,

known as the D-H transformation matrix for adjacent coordinate systems. This matrix looks like

CO, -Ca,SOj Sa,S~ ajCO,

, SO, Ca,CO, -Sa,CO, apO, (4.1)A'_l =
0 Sa, Ca, d,

0 0 0 1

where C8;=cos(8; ) and S8;=sin(8;). The matrix can be obtained by filling in the values of the

parameters of table 4.1.

The variabie 0; in equation (4.1) is the rotation angle of link i from the Xi-l axis to the X; axis about

the Zi-l axis (using the right hand mie). The OiO'S in table 4.1 are 'initial angles', which are the

rotation angles when the robot is in its initial configuration. If we define a new set of angles, the

robot angles ORi (see figure 4.3a), which are negative in clockwise direction, we can see that

0;= 0iO+ 0Ri' Putting this in equation 4.1 we can rewrite each term of the matrix where OiO is equal

to plus or minus 900 as

cos(90+0Rj) = -sin(ORj)

cos(-90+0Rj) = sin(ORj)

sin(90+0Rj) = cos(ORj)

sin( -90+0Rj) = -cos(ORj)

(4.2)

The matrix in equation (4.1) is now completely expressed in the robot angles ORi and is repre

sented in appendix B for each link.

..~ ..

ie...

.'
.'

Ll i

.....J:::.. -._. _. _. _. ~.:.~ >;:~

.:.::;:.:::;.: J...:~:: ,.<.~ X-uls

L1
..........

....

Figure 4.3a : Definition of robot angles. Figure 4.3b : Definition ofworld angles

Anti clockwise rotation is positive.

Now there's one problem left.The angles supplied by the resolvers of the robot (world angles 0Wi)
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are differently defined as the robot angles OR; (see figures 4.3a and 4.3b). So first we have to

transform the world angles to robot angles before we can completely calculate the Ai~l matrices.

With the help of figures 4.3a and 4.3b and keeping in mind the effect of the parallel construction

of the robot we can see that

OR! = OW}

0R2 = 0W2

0RJ = 0WJ - 0W2

0R4 = 0W4 - 0WJ

0RS = 0ws

(4.3)

The homogeneous matrix T~, which specifies the position and orientation of the end point of link

i with respect to the world coordinate system, can now finally be calculated as the chain product

of successive coordinate transformation matrices of A'~l' expressed as

I 1 2 I lI' J Ix, Y, Z, P, I . .Ta = A aA I •••.AH = AJ-1 = Wlth I E [1,5]
J=1 0 0 0 1

(4.4)

and are represented in appendix C. The Xi> Yi and Zi vectors specify the coordinates of the x-, y

and z-axis of the ith coordinate system with respect to the world coordinate system. The vector Pi

specifies the position of the origin of the ith coordinate system with respect to the world

coordinate system. Specially for i=5, we obtain the T matrix which specifies the position and

orientation of the TCP of the manipulator with respect to the world coordinate system. In our case

we do not have a tooI, so this matrix specifies the position and orientation of the end-effector of

the manipulator.

If a tooI is attached, the parameters of joint 5 in table 4.1 should be modified, resulting in a

different Ai matrix. For example, if a straight tooI is attached, L4 in table 4.1 should be replaced

by L4 plus the distance from link 5 to the TCP.

The matrices T~ are used for the calculations of the extra torques due to repulsive artificial

potential fields of obstacles. This will be described in chapter 6.

4.2.2 Inverse kinematics

Computer-based robots are usually controlled in the joint-variable space, while the objects to be

manipulated are usually expressed in world space. To control the position and orientation of the

TCP of a robot to reach its object, we need to find the inverse kinematics solution. In other
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words, given the position and orientation of the TCP of the robot, we need to find the correspon

ding world-angle vector 8w=(8wl,8w2,8W3,8w4,8ws) of the robot, so that the TCP can be positioned

as desired when the attractive potential field is defined in joint space.

In our case we do not move to an object. We only want the TCP to reach a specified position in

world space, avoiding obstacles. We do not care for the orientation of the TCP, meaning that 8W4

and 8ws might have any value, within their bounds of course. We can choose these angles by

ourselves. So besides the x, y and z value of the desired TCP position the user also has to specify

the world angles 8W4 and 8ws in the application RTOA. This leaves us the problem to derive the

first three world angles from the TCP position. The solution will be illustrated with the help of

figure 4.4.

Z-axis

'é .

o

.~~:9!.~>.. .
eW4

u TCP(x,y,z)

XOY-plane
p' TCP(x,y)

Figure 4.4 : Definition ofparameters used for the inverse kinematics calculations.

According to figure 4.3b we can obtain 8Wl directly from the projection of the TCP on the xy

plane as

8 = arctan(Y7CP)
Wl X7CP

(4.5)

when the projection of the TCP on the xy-plane lies inside the first or fourth quadrant of the xy

plane. If the projection lies inside the second resp. third quadrant of the xy-plane we have to add a

factor 1r resp. -1r to equation (4.5) for obtaining the correct angle!

Since link 1 only contributes to the z-value we define a parameter z' being the distance between

the top of link 1 and the z-value of the end point p of link 3. Parameter p' is the length of the

projection of link 1 up to and including link 3 on the xy-plane. Further we define the parameter j
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being the distance between the top of link 1 and the end point p of link 3. Looking at figure 4.4

we can now derive the following equations :

p' =V(X;'cp+Y;'cp)-L4cos(OW4) (4.6)

~: =(ZTCP-L4sin(OW4»-LJ
(4.7)

(4.8)j = J«(P')2+(~:i)

and

a = arctan(;~) (4.9)

Using the cosine rule we can derive the following equation from figure 4.4

From this equation follows that

(l-Li+LijfJ = arccos 2j~

From the above equations and figure 4.4 tïnally follows

(4.10)

(4.11)

° = arctan( YTCP)WI X
TCP

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)

If a tooi is attached at link 5, the equations have to be somewhat modified. For example, if a

straight tooi is attached, L4 should be replaced by L4 plus the distance from link 5 to the TCP.

When the user has specified a new TCP position and OW4 and 0ws, RTûA computes Ow/> OW2 and

OW3 with the above mentioned equations. The now completed world angle vector Ow is the new

setpoint for the RCS. After RTûA has checked whether the new setpoint is reachable, it is send to

the RCS and the RCS starts to control the robot.
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Chapter 5

Distance calculation between links and objects

As we saw in chapter 3, we need to find the shortest distance between each link and its surroun

ding obstacles, to make it possible to calculate the value and the direction of the force operating

on a link, when the link approaches an obstacle. To get a simple start we have modeled the

obstacles as points in world space which are forbidden for the manipulator to occupy. We will

show now, how we can calculate the shortest distance of the links to the obstacles.

Since the obstacles are modeled as points, the minimum distance calculation between links and

objects is reduced to finding the minimum distance between a line and a point, for, the links of

the manipulator were modeled as lines. In this case the algorithm becomes simple and fast.

In chapter 4 we saw that using the direct kinematics, we are able to calculate the end points

P1(x,y,z) and P1(x,y,z) of each link. Suppose the link is in the vicinity of an obstacle O(x,y,z) as

illustrated in figure 5.1.

• O(x,y,z)

a
•
P,(x,y,z)

psp(x,y,z)

Ä"~"",
f"",\.,

Figure 5.1 : One link in the vicinity ofone object. Figure 5.2 : Vector representation.

We can now define PlO and PIP2 as being the vectors from PJ to 0 and P2 (see figure 5.2). The

closest point psp(x,y,z) of the link to the obstacle can now be obtained by calculating the

perpendicular projection of PlO on PIP2 (see figure 5.2). The shortest distance p is then the

length of vector Opsp from the obstacle to the psp.

Given the vectors PlO and PIP2 and the lenght lof the link we can calculate a factor
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(5.1)

which indicates the ratio between the length of the vector PlpsP and the length of the link. The

position (x,y,z) of the psp can now be obtained as

(5.2)

If we denote Pl and P2 as being the length of the vectors PlO and P20 respectively, we can

obtain the minimum distance P between the obstacle and the link as

1

Jp~_().l)2

P= Pl

P2

ij O<À<l

ij ).sO

ij ).~1

(5.3)

The unity direction vector of the force operating on the link at the psp is

~=(!.- y ~)
fJpsp p' p' p

(5.4)

where x, y and z are the components of the vector Opsp. Having pand ~~p we can calculate the
fJpSp

repulsive force vector with equation (3.14).

Modeling objects as a point is the simplest way of representing an object. In reality objects have

some arbitrary three dimensional shape. A lot of researchers have paid attention to the problem of

shortest distance calculations between more complex objects. The interested reader could take a

look at [4][6][7][8](9](20][27][32].
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Chapter 6

Controllers design

In this chapter the implementation of the PO-controllers is described for the attractive potential

field in joint space and world space. Besides this the implementation of the algorithms for

repulsive forces caused by obstacles and joint limits is described. As we saw in chapter 3, the

attractive potential field in world space and the repulsive potential field of obstacles generate

forces, which have to be geometrically distributed over the manipulator. This distribution will also

be discussed here. Finally we will see the consequences of the limitations of the torques, that can

be delivered by the motors, on our model.

6.1 PD-controllers for attractive field control in joint space

Each PO-controller controls a link due to an angle difference between the destination angle and

the actual angle of the link. The destination angles are determined by the desired TCP position

and the destination angles of link 4 and link 5, which are specified by the user. Using the inverse

kinematics we can calculate the desination angles of the first three links. But before we can design

the PO-controller we have to examine the process we want to control. After obtaining the

necessary information we can derive the k;s and kd's according to some strategy.

6.1.1 Measuring the link parameters

If we want to design the controller we need to know the open loop transfer function of the non

controlled link. In Laplace domain this function looks like [24, p.46/47]

yes) nKDACKJ

X(s) s [LJeJf2+(RJejf+LBejf)s+(RBejf+Kj(b)]

which is derived from figure 6.1.

(6.1)

wr - elfocllv. lMnIa (oz la I' nol)
Belf - elfecd•• daIDpIq cooftIclaot (oz laI' nol)
n -blckEMP_(V l'noI)
Itdac - caD......... _ (V)

L - lDduclulce allllllOlUl'O wlD4lDa (H)
R - reoIatoa<e allllllOlUl'O wlD4lDa (V' A)
10 - IOrque _ (oz la' A)

D -._nlIo

Figure 6.1: Process scheme ofmotor+link [24, p 47J.
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This simplified scheme does not include compensation for friction torque, gravitational torque and

centrifugal and corriolis contributions, which lead to a non-linear system!

Physically, the inductance of the armature winding of the motor is in the order of tenths of

milliHenrys, while its resistence is in units of ohms. Thus L is practically zero so that (6.1) may

be reduced to

Y(s) _ nKDACKJ

X(s) s[RJ(/fS+(RB,ff+KJKb)]
(6.2)

which is a second order system of the form

bH(s) =--
s(s+a)

(6.3)

with gain b (in rad/s~ and two poles in s= 0 and s = -a (in S·I).

However, the pole in s= -a is not constant because of the non-linearity of the system. The

effective inertia changes when the configuration of the robot changes, causing a change in -a. So

the pole in -a is configuration-dependent and we can only obtain agiobal value of this pole. When

the robot is in a certain configuration, the pole can be calculated or measured. In our case we

measured the poles with the robot in its initial position.

We can obtain the transfer function of the non-controlled link by applying a step value to the DA

converter and calculate the resolver velocity from the resolver values supplied by the resolver

card, which are measured each cycletime (see figure 6.2).

dac(s) DA- U Driver, Resolver-
Y(s)

~ ~ Motor and ~.. .. ..
card

...
converter Resolver

u

Figure 6.2: Block scheme of the non-controlled link.

The DA-converter linearly transforms the DAC-value into a voltage U. This voltage is supplied to

the motor. The motor is now forced to rotate with a certain angle velocity v(t) = dy(t)/dt where

y(t) is the resolver output in time.

The block scheme of figure 6.2 is equal to the scheme in figure 6.1, so the transfer function of

figure 6.2 is the same as the one in equation (6.3):
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H(s)" yes) .. _b_
UMe(s) s(s+a)

with l/a = the time constant of the process

b = the system gain (now expressed in res/s2 !)

(6.4)

If we take the derivative of the output Y(s) and apply a step Udac = Als to the input we obtain

b A b
yes) "sY(s) "sH(s) Udoc(s)"s---"A--

s(s+a) S s(s+a)

with A the stepsize of the DAC-value. In time-domain this function looks Iike

v(t) "A *!!. (l-e -at)
a

(6.5)

(6.6)

This e-function shows that the motor needs some time to reach its constant resolver end-velocity,

after we have applied a step-function to the DAe. This is graphicaly represented in figure 6.3.

I DAC-value I vet) [resolver units/sJ

Ab/a --------

A
O,63*Ab/a

17
t[s] ------7

I/a t [sJ ------7

Figure 6.3: The step input and output response.

The constant resolver end velocity (t-+oo ) can be calculated as

limv(t) .. lims V(s)"lim Ab .. Ab ..v
end

,-'" 6-0 6-0 S +a a
(6.7)

The resolver end-velocity Vend can be measured. The step size A is known to us and the value of a

can be extracted from the v(t) curve by calculating the time-constant l/a of the e-function as

shown in figure 6.3.
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The parameter b is now determined with these findings as

(6.8)

So both parameters a and b can be measured. These parameters are established for each link.

During the measurement all the links are kept in their initial position, except for the link that is

tested. The robot link velocity is observed in both the positive and negative direction with two dif

ferent DAC-values for each direction, namely A =±700 and A =±1000 corresponding to voltages

of resp. ±12V and ±17V which are applied to the DC motor. The measure results are repre

sented in table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Measured values ofa anti b for each link for both directions.

I LINK I A I a (S·I) I b(res' S·l) I
+700 17,9 1288

-700 18,~ 1098

1 +1000 17,8 1339

-1000 17,9 1223

+700 17,2 1662

-700 17,2 1761

2 +1000 20,8 213~

-1000 19,2 2000

+700 22,7 204~

-700 ~ 2"'.50

3 +1000 ~ 24~

-1000 26,3 ~26

+700 4~,~ ~194

-700 ~.~ ~~19

4 +1000 4~,6 ~~91

-1000 41,7 ~167

+700 50 ~643

-700 50 ~«J7

5 +1000 50 ~850

-1000 50 6000

The link parameters a and b increase with increasing link number. This is a result of decreasing

effective inertia. Moving up in the robot system means decreasing motor load, providing a faster

rotation. The motor will reach its end velocity quicker.

Sometimes large differences occur in a and/or b between the positive and negative direction

and/or different stepsize for the same link. These might be caused by gravity intluence, amplifier

offset voltages and/or inaccurate measurements. In reality the motor response to a step input
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shows ao e-function containing a wavepattern [25, appendix Dl. In our case the parameters a and

b are directly calculated from an array of measured resolver values, leading to an instabie

measurement caused by the wave effect.

6.1.2 Implementation of the PD-controller

Now the (global) link parameters are known to us, we cao implement a PO-controller to pull the

pole in s=O into the left half of the s-plane. This will be shown in the following Iinearized model

of the non-Iinear system we are actually dealing with! The linearized system of the controlled

process is shown in figure 6.4.

Process
6d(s) E(s) 1 I P(s) I b I 6a (s)

... + ... 1 PO - controller" ...---+-1,..~ü _"'1 1"'1 S(S'+i) I ..

Figure 6.4: The controlled link.

The transfer function of the PO-controller is

P(s) = k +k s
E(s) p d

In time-domain the output of the controller looks Iike

p(t) =k e(t)+kdde(t) =k (lJd(t)-lJ (t»+k
d

d(lJit)-lJQ(t»
P dt p a dl

(6.9)

(6.10)

which is equal to equation (3.9) in chapter 3. The transfer function of the whole system looks Iike

(6.11)

with a zero in

(6.12)
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and two poles in

(6.13)

and

(6.14)

where kd is substituted by kJtJ.

We want to pull the slowest pole sJ into the left half of the s-plane to make the error eet) die out

faster. This can be achieved by choosing suitable values for kp and tJ, which together determine kd'

We can a1so do it the other way around. We can take a value for kp according to some criterion

and put the pole sJ in -a. From kp and a we are able to caIculate tJ and finally kd •

6.1.3 Derivation of the constant kp

The input value of the DAC is Iimited from -2048 to +2047. If the controller output pet) is out of

this range then pet) becomes equal to -2048 or 2047 depending on the sign of pet). Suppose we

have a value for kp and kd' With these two constants an angle limit for the absolute value of eet)

can be determined where pet) lies inside the DAC-range. If the absolute value of eet) is larger than

this limit, pet) is equal to the DAC input limit. So the output of the PD-controller pet) (read

torque) is discontinuous, introducing a non-Iinearity in the torque function. This effect is i1

lustrated in figure 6.5 where pet) is approximated by a straight line. The consequences of this

effect will be discussed later on.

2048 j .

_,10
limit..·..·..··..............r····· ..·.. ···.....,..........·..·· ..~i~··· .. ··~~~~;·~·~(t)

,

___---"'i .! .2047

Figure 6.5: Approximation ofp(t).
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We leave out the differentiating action for the moment (which has an opposite sign to the propor

tional action). If we choose a certain angle limit we can calculate kp as

k = 2048
p Llimit'" resolver units per degree

Table 6.2 shows the choosen angle Iimits for each link and its corresponding kp'

Table 6.2: Angle Umits and related kp 's.

(6.15)

I Link 11 Link 2 I Link 3 I Link 4 I Link 5 I
angle limit

5 5 5 5 5
(degrees)

kp (res' l ) 0,2299 0,2299 0,2299 0,2844 0,4859

6.1.4 Derivation of the constant kd

Till now we only have kp and still have to determine kd • This can be done as foIlows. We can

choose a value for the slowest pole sJ. We can take any value. Suppose sJ is equal to -ex. Putting

sJ=-ex and kp in equation (6.13) and rewriting it, we can calculate the zero in s=-~ as

() = a.bkp

"r-eca+bkp

(6.16)

where a and bare the average of the measured link parameters in table 6.1. With equation (6.12)

we can calculate kd• Finally we can calculate the second pole in S2 with equation (6.14). This

sequence of calculations is executed tor each link. The results are represented in table 6.3.

Table 6.3: Calculated values of~, kd and S2'

Link 11"...... (s·') b....... (res/sZ) k,. (res·') s, (s·') 6 (s·') Je.. (s/res) ~ (s·')

1 18 1237 0,2299 -10 13,91 0,0165 -28,4

2 18,6 1890 0,2299 -10 12,47 0,0184 -43,4

3 24,8 2312 0,2299 -10 13,86 0,0166 -53,1

4 44,6 5368 0.2844 -10 12.93 0,022 -152,7

5 50 5775 0,4859 -10 11,66 0,0417 -280,7
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6.2 PD-controllers for attractive field control in world space

In the case of our attractive potential field in world space we also need PD-controllers to position

the TCP, as was stated in chapter 3. However in this case we directly control the X-, y- and z

position of the TCP. 50 we need three similar PD-controllers: one for each direction. The outputs

of the controllers form the force command vector at the TCP which pulls the TCP to its

destination position. The control scheme is shown in figure 6.6

Xd +~ I I FA (x)

- I PD I I i
Yd

Xa -
IJl 't~ I Robot~+--., J I FA (y) f (F (x)) 1 1:'A

- I PD I .I D AI -I I

Zd
Ya

I IFA (z)+~

-
-I PD I

za
DK 1

I

Figure 6.6 : Control scheme of the attractive potential field in world space.

The input to the control scheme is the desired TCP position (xd, Yd' z.J. The input to the

controllers is the difference between the desired TCP position and the actual position (xa, Ya' zJ

of the TCP, which is obtained from the direct kinematics (OK) calculations. The output of the

PD-controllers is (equation 3.12)

FA(y) =kp(Yd-Y) +kd(Yd-Y)

Fiz) =k/zd- z) + kd(Zd - z)

(6.17)

and the command force vector is determined by FA(x) = (Fix), FA(y), FA(z». This force vector

will be distributed over the manipulator and the torque vector 'fA =('fAl' 'fAl' 'fA3 , 'fM , 'fA') is calcula

ted from the force operating on each link. If a torque is outside the DAC range then the torque is

limited to the DAC range, again, introducing a discontinuous torque function Iike in the joint

space case. The output of the limiter is the final torque vector, indicated as 'fA"
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We will show now how the values of kp and kd are derived and will explain how the command

force vector is distributed. This will be shown with the help of figure 6.7.

PI

/

OLI
82

XII
".

Figure 6.7 : Joint positions and link orientations.

The orientations of link 1 and link 5 are removed because a force acting on link 1 or link 5 does

not cause a rotation of the link. This means that TAS is always zero.

Now suppose there is some arbitrary force F,..(i) acting at the TCP position P4 • This force can be

projected on the unity vectors of coordinate system 4 of link 4 by calculating the in-product of the

force vector and the unity vectors which are obtained from the direct kinematics. This results in

three sub force vectors in the directions of the unity vectors of coordinate system 4. The

projection of Fix) on the x4 -axis results in a torque

(6.18)

We will now calculate the kp of the PD-controller which controls the z-direction of the TCP in

such a way, that ITA4' I = 2047 (is maximum torque) when Ixd-xl ~ O.lm. and FÄ(x) is

completely concentrated in the direction of the x4 -axis when link 4 is in its initia! position. If we

leave out the differentiating action for a moment this leads to

(6.19)

The constant kd is then calculated as
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k
k =J!..

d Ó
(6.20)

A heuristic choice of 6=20 leads to kd=1337.9. kgs' l . Since the PD-controllers are all the same

the controllers have the same kp and kd'

If Fix) a1so has a component on the Y4 -axis, this leads to a torque at joint 1 which is defined as

(6.21)

where d is the distanee from the projection of the TCP on the xy-plane to Po and Li(L3+L4) a

sealing factor. The sealing factor indicates that if d=L3+L4 and Fix) is completely concentrated

in the Y4-direction, the torque 11AJ' / will be maximal when Ixd-xl ~ 0.1 m.

If Fix) has a component on the Z4 -axis, this will not directly lead to a torque at one of the joints

because this vector coincides with the link. But we can move this vector to the origin of

coordinate system 3 of link 3 (where it already is in our case). The vector lies in the X3Y3 -plane

and has only projections on the x3 - and Y3 -axis. The projection on the Y3 -axis leads to a torque

(6.22)

where LiL3 is again a sealing factor, that is, when after distribution Fi:i) completely operates at

the end of link 3 in the Y3-direction, then /1A3' / is maximal when Ixd-xl ~ 0.1 m.

The projection of the translated force vector on the x3 -axis does not directly lead to a torque, but

can on his turn be translated to the origin of coordinate system 2. We can now finally obtain the

torque at joint 2 by taking the in-product of this force vector and the Yz -axis as

where LiL2 is again a sealing factor, that is, when after distribution FA(x) completely operates at

the end of link 2 in the Y2-direction, then 11A/ / is maximal when Ixd-xl ~ 0.1 m.
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6.3 Addition of repulsive potential fjelds of obstacles

The next step is to add the repulsive forces due to repulsive potential fields of obstacles and

calculate the resulting torques. This includes direct kinematics (OK), shortest distance calculations,

repulsive force calculations, force distribution and finally the derivation of the torques. This is

shown in figure 6.8 where the PO-controllers for the attractive force calculation are represented in

one block. When we are working with the attractive potential field in joint space, the model in

figure 6.8 is slightly different, that is, the output of the PO-controllers are directly the torques for

the motors and the input and feedback are angles, as was illustrated in paragraph 6.1.2. So in that

case the OK-block and force distribution can be discarded.

Figure 6.8 : Control scheme including torques due to repulsive forces of obstacles.

With the direct kinematics we can obtain the joint positions and therefore we know the complete

geometry of the manipulator. Together with the given positions of obstacles we can calculate the

shortest distance between each link and obstacle as described in chapter 5. However, we will only

take into account the nearest obstacle to each link! The repulsive force FipspJ operating on link

i at PSPI due to its nearest obstacle is (equation 3.14)

ij P?Po

(6.24)

where P, is the shortest distance, Po the limit of the field range and .lI
PI the direction vector of the

rJPSP,
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shortest distance. If we choose a value for Po we must derive a proper value "1i for each link i in

order to be sure we will brake soon and hard enough to avoid a collision when link i is heading

for an obstacle. Normally this might be done using an energy interpretation. However, this is very

hard in our case because of non-Iinearities in the torque function and restrictions on the velocities.

The effect of torque Iimitation on the potential functions is shown in figure 6.9 for the one dimen

sional case. This figure shows that the potential fields become Iinear after a certain border where

the torque, which is the negative derivative of the potential function, becomes maximal and

remains constant after this border. So our potential functions are not valid anymore after this

border.

Figure 6.9 also shows that the maximum absolute value of TR' is allowed to be 4094. This is

logical, because the sign of TR' is usually opposite to the sign of TA' and after seperate Iimitation

(see figure 6.8) the sum of the two torques lies inside the valid range of [-2047, +2047] when the

signs are opposite. In this case we are able to brake. This can also be seen fcom the resulting

potential field UA(x) + UR(x) of the goal xd and obstacle 0 in the one-dimensional case of figure

6.9. If the signs are equal (the link is heading away fcom the obstacle) the resulting torque will be

limited by a limiter (see figure 6.8).

; ..- t~. 2047
,

, ········.. ···+····· ··..·· ·············.----1'..·..·..·..:.. -- ""--...--+---""' -- -- ..
i~fo.,-7: ~fo:l. ' a X

d
b --;;.

i( .. Po '0 x

Figure 6.9: Effect of torque limitation on the potential jields.

Still leaves us the problem of deriving the "1;'s. This is done under the following assumptions.

Suppose the repulsive force on link i, due to the nearest obstacle 0, operates at the end point of

the link and the force is completely concentrated in the direction of the unity vector of coordinate

system i which causes the rotation of link i. In this case TRi' is given by
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(6.25)

with L j the length of link i. We can now choose a value for Po and a distance P02<PO between the

link and the obstacle where ITm' I has just reached its maximum value of 4094 and remains

maximal if Pj<P02' In the area P01=PO-P02 ITm' I grows from 0 to its maximum as illustrated in

figure 6.9. There are no rules for chosing Po and P02 but the choice is based on intuition and

common sense. We have chosen the following values :

POl O.tm.

Po O.2Sm.
(6.26)

However, these parameters are not restricted to the chosen values in equation (6.26), leaving

possiblities to vary them to one's own insights.

We can now obtain the ",;'s of the torces FR(Psp) with equations (6.25) and (6.26) as

(6.27)

The results of equation (6.27) are given in table 6.4.

Table 6.4 : Calculated values of "'j.

I I I Lj (in m.) I'1/1 (in kg m4
8.

2
) I

1 0.7 9.75

2 0.45 15.16

3 0.67 10.84

4 0.095 71.83

So, at this point we are able to calculate the repulsive force FR(Psp) at pSpj on link i due to the

nearest obstacle of link i. The force FR(Psp) can be distributed over link i, link i-I, ... ,link I in

the same way we did for the attractive force vector, using tigure 6.7.

When all the forces are distributed we can calculate the torque at joint i as

(6.28)

where Fia are the forces that operate on link i after distribution and cause a rotation of link i, and
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Sla the distance from the point where Fia is feit to the rotation axis of joint i. The resulting torques

are presented in equation (6.29).

- ~ - ~ -
'rRJ = -~(FR(PSP2) .~) -d3 1 L (FR(psP3) • ZJ) -d4~ L L (FR (PSP4) • Y4)

~+ 3 + 3+ 4

'rR2 = IPJPSP21 (FR(PSP2) • Y2) +

~ - - - L4 - - - - -
+L2~ «FR(PSP3) • X3)X3 •Y2) +L2~ «(FR(PSP4) • 44)44 • X3)X3 • yJ

-- - L4 - - -
'rRJ= IP2PSP31(FR(PSP3) •Y3)+L3I:«FR(psP4) • 44)44 • Y3)

3

'rR2 = IPJPSP4 I(FR(PSP4) ·X4)

(6.29)

The d;'s are the distances from the projections of the psp;'s on the xy-plane to Po and IPt-1PSPt I is

the length of the vector from PSPi to Pi.1 (is position of joint i; see figure 6.7). The sealing factors

(ratio's of link lengths) are added for the same reason as was done in the case of the attractive

force in world space; to scale the force FR(Psp) acting on link i, with a specific l1i for this link, to

the link where (a part ot) FR(Psp) is feit after distribution.

FinaJ remarks. The force FR(psP1) is not included in the calculations, because this force will not

cause any rotations, as can be seen from figure 6.7.

The torque TR5 is zero because psps always coincides with P4, causing lP~sPs I always to be zero.

6.4 The addition of joint limit potential fields

At this point we are able to move the TCP to its destination position and to let the manipulator

avoid obstacles if necessary. This leaves us the problem to protect the robot from mechanicaJ

damaging during its motion by adding torques due to joint limit avoidance, as indicated in

equations (3.15) and (3.16). This means to prevent the angle of each seperate link and the angle

between link 2 and link 3 from reaching their upper or lower angle limit by choosing appropriate

vaJues for TJi' .oj(O) and 8i(0). The parameters .ot(O) and 8j(0) represent the angle limits of the

potential field intluence and l1i is the amplification factor. If we make 8i(0) = .oj(O) we can write

equations (3.15) and (3.16) in a more universaJ way as
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{
(1 1) 1Tll --- -,

I.tl = Oei °j(O) 0e/
0,

(6.30)

where 0.; indicates the angle difference between the actual angle Ol of joint i and one of its~

Iimits 8, or ~,.

The derivation of the constants will be done in a similar way as was done in the case of repulsive

forces due to obstacles. We will again use figure 6.9 where 0 now represents an angle limit

(which is basicly also an obstacle) and x should be thought of as being the angle Ol of joint i.

In the worst case a joint i is heading towards its limit with a maximum speed and experiencing an

absolute maximum torque IT/ I of 2047, which is the torque that results from the attractive and

repulsive potential tjelds after Iimitation (see figure 6.10). The torque 1T/, 1 due to joint limit

avoidance is allowed to have a maximum absolute value of 4094 for the same reason as was

indicated in paragraph 6.3.

We can now choose a value for Oj(O) and an angle ditrerence Oj(02) < Oj(O) where IT/, I of joint i has

just reached its absolute maximum value of 4094 and remains maximal if 0.;< 01(02)' In the area

01(01)=Oj(0)-01(02) 1T/' I grows from 0 to its maximum value of 4094.

There are no specific rules for chosing 01(0) and 0;(02) but the choice is based on intuition and

experiments. With equation (6.30) we can express "'j now as

4094 ~02)
Tl, =----'---'-

I (1/0;(02) - 1/0qO)

(6.31)

Using equation (6.31), we have tested several possibilities. Finally we came up with the experi

mental results as they are represented in table 6.5.

Table 6.5 : Experimental obtained .,,;'s and 0;(0) 's.

Joint I Joint 2 Joint 3 Joint 4 Joint 5 Angle
2_3

'.0) 10 8 8 8 8 12
(in degrees)

Jli 900 ITI'I 900 1T2'I 900 IT; I 900 IT:I 900 1T:' 1000·2047

As one can see we have made "'j dependible of 1T/ I. This is valid because when IT/ 1<2047 we
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have to brake less hard when a joint is heading for one of its Iimits, allowing us to come doser to

the angle limit. This is important if the destination angle is in the vicinity of an angle limit. We

can now extend our control scheme of figure 6.8 to the final contral scheme in figure 6.10.

~-------1 DK 1<--------------------------'

Figure 6.10 : Final control scheme.

The torque vector 1:p =7" +7' is limited by a limiter resulting in the final torque 'fp' ,which will

be in the valid range of [-2047,2047]. This torque finally drives the motors of the joints.
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Chapter 7

Test results of the control system

Ouring the implementation of the several algorithms, each step was carefully teste(l. We will first

describe how each algorithm performs seperately and finally the performance of the compleet

integrated control system. We will start with the joint space based algorithms.

The first algorithm that was implemented was the attractive artificial potential field in joint space

on mathcard 1, using the kp's and kd's as they were derived in chapter 6. The algorithm appeared

to work properly. The robot motion is fast. However, a position error occures in one or a

combination of more directions of (x,y,z). This error is maximally about 1.5 cm. per direction.

So the TCP will most likely reach a point that will be on or inside a cube with edges of 3 cm.

with the specified desired TCP position in its centre. The position error is probably caused by

gravity influence. When a link is moving upwards, the joint also has to overcome the gravity

force, which demands an extra torque. Because we have not compensated for gravity, this extra

torque is 'taken' from the torque as it is delivered by the PO-controller to control the joint to its

destination angle. This can result in a position error. If a link is moving downwards, we have an

extra torque due to gravity 'helping' the link to move downwards. This can result in an overshoot.

Another possible cause for position error is motor friction. If the difference between the actual

angle and the desired angle of a joint becomes very smalI, the joint torque will become smalI. If

the torque becomes smaller than the torque which is necessary to overcome friction, the joint will

stop rotating too soon.

Next the joint limit avoidance potential fields were implemented, also on mathcard 1. After

implementation we created virtual angle limits for each link inside the link's angle range. This for

not damaging the robot when the algorithm was tested. After testing the algortihm for several

different constants we obtained the results as they are presented in table 6.5 of chapter 6. The

angle limits of the field influence could probably be chosen somewhat smaller, but to be sure of

not reaching any angle limit, they are chosen to be somewhat larger than necessary. A disadvan

tage of this choice is the fact that we are lowering the free space where the manipulator can move

without being hindered by repulsive potentials.

After testing, the joint limits were set back to the real mechanical limits and the final algorithm

was tested once more. The algorithm performed very weIl.

Till now we have tested the algorithms which operate in joint space. We will now discuss the

world space operations.
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Before we are able to calculate any forces, we need the direct kinematics algorithm and shortest

distance calculations to be implemented (on mathcard 2). These algorithms are straight forward.

After implementation they were tested and both algorithms worked just tine.

Note: The direct kinematics algorithm can be implemented in two different ways. In the first case

the link transformation matrices T~ are obtained by chain multiplication of the homogeneous

transformation matrices for adjacent links. In the second case the T~ matrices can be directly

calculated from the matrices as they are represented in appendix B. After testing both we have

chosen to use the second possibility for our control system. This is because of the fact that the

second possibility is about two times faster in calculation time than the first possibility.

At this point we are able to calculate the positions of joints and orientations of the body-attached

coordinate systems of the links. This enables us to control the robot in world space using the

attractive potential field in world space. After implementation (on mathcard 1) this algorithm also

worked satisfactory, except again for a position error tor the same reasons as was mentioned

before. But there was also a second effect. When the manipulator is bend forward as much as

possible (see figure 7.1), it is hard to move link 2 back. This heavily depends on what the next

desired TCP position will beo This is easy to explain.

Z-axis
Link 3 Link 4

~-------==4 TCP
!...•••••••••.••-/ ·•·•••••••••••···Br~ i

...........L......A. FA

Y-axis
Link 1

X-axis.................... ------_ .: : -_ .

Figure 7.1 : Bend forward situation.

Suppose the manipulator is completely bend forward and the next desired TCP position is point A

as indicated in figure 7.1. After force distribution, there will be a relative small force operating in

the direction of the unity vector of coordinate system 2 that causes a rotation of link 2, and this

force will only become smaller if link 4 moves downwards. If this torce is too small to overcome

gravity and friction, link 2 will not move. On the other hand, if point B is the next TCP position

this might not he the case, and link 2 will move.

Another tedious effect of robot control with the attractive potential field in world space is

illustrated in figure 7.2. The manipulator is indicated with the solid line. Link 1 has been rotated
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over an angle 01' If we want to move the TCP from its current position to the position of TCP',

the force command vector will be directed as indicated in figure 7.2. Link 1 will now be pulled to

its joint limit and finally rest there, being trapped in a local minima. This leads to the following

Iimitation: if the TCP has to move from position A to position B, the rotation angle of link 1

which is necessary to accomplish this motion should never be larger then 180'!
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Figure 7.2 : Situation leading to a loeal minimum at the joint limit of link 1 (top view).

Finally we have implemented the repulsive potential fields for obstacle avoidance (on mathcard 2)

with the constants as they were derived in paragraph 6.3 with equation (6.27). To start with, we

only defined one obstacle. We tested several movements of the manipulator with the attractive

potential field in joint space as weil in world space. A collision never occured. However, the

manipulator was sometimes trapped in a local minimum. We also tested the robot motion with

lower values for the intluence range Po of the repulsive potential field and lower values for P02'

Still no collisions occured when we put Po equal to 0.1 m. and P02 equal to 0.05 m. Lowering

these values results in more free space where the manipulator won't be hindered by repulsive

forces. This is very important in the case of more obstacles. However, trapping in a local minima

was still possible. Beside this effect the algorithm worked very weil.

After we were sure the RCS worked as it was supposed to be, a more c1uthered environment

containing 2, 3, 4 or 5 obstacles was defined. In some cases the obstacles were concentrated, in

other cases they were more spread. In both cases the manipulator was trapped quicker and more

often, if there were more obstacles.

Sometimes the manipulator started to oscillate. This is an effect of only taking into account the

influence of the nearest obstacle. Suppose a link becomes in the vicinity of two obstacles, but one

is somewhat c10ser than the other. Suppose at some moment the nearest obstacle pushes the link
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away in the direction of the other obstacle. When the link is closest to the other obstacle, this

obstacle will take over and push the link away on his turn. If the direction is toward the first

mentioned obstacle this obstac\e will take over and so on, resulting in a possible vibration and

trapping of the manipulator.

Beside these effects, the free space of the manipulator is reduced due to repulsive field influences

by obstac\es and joint limits. With increasing number of obstacles, the free space decreases

rapidly.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and recommendations

First of all we can say that the main intention was succesfuIl: to implement a reaJ-time obstacle

avoidance control system by means of artiticial potential fields for robot motion controI.

Especially to enable other people to experiment with new potentiaJ functions. In our case the

choice of the potential functions was of secondary importance. The control system itself works.

However, a couple of shortcomings exist which are the result of some choices we made, like

ignoring gravity int1uences, only taking into account the int1uence of the nearest obstacle to a link

and the way how the torques are calculated. These choices can of course be changed to overcome

the problems which have arised. This will be discussed later on.

First of all we take a c\oser look to the attractive potential fields in joint space and world space.

Eventually we will need only one of the two of them. So which space should we use? As we saw,

controlling in joint space is easier to perform. We do not have to be concerned with kinematics

and force calculation/distribution, but directly control each joint due to an angle difference. It is

quick, easy and less tedious side effects occur. But then why controlling in world space?

Operations which have to be performed by a robot are eventually always performed in world

space, no matter in what kind of space we are controlling. So its best to control the robot directly

in world space, but its more difticult because it includes kinematics and dynamics.

Transformations can be performed between world and joint space, also for obstacle positions,

making obstac\e avoidance control in joint space possible. Obstac\e avoidance in joint space is

easier. That's why most research has been concentrated on control in joint space. However

transformation between joint space and world space can be a very intensive calculation job. That's

another reason for concentrating on control in world space.

We will now discuss how the current system can be improved.

First of all compensation tor gravity and friction should be included in world space as weil in

joint space to avoid positional errors of the TCP.

We should also overcome the effect in world space of trapping the robot at the joint limit of link 1

in a situation as was indicated in tigure 7.2. This could be done by checking the robot's situation

and reverse the sign of T1 if necessary.

A harder problem is the situation of not being able to pull the robot back in the 'bend forward

situation'. This effect is a result of the choice of how the forces are distributed. This effect can
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probably be overcome if we do not dircectly control the TCP position but the position of the end

point of link 3. The destination position of this point can be calculated from the desired TCP

position which is specified by the user. If we control this point and it reaches its end position, the

TCP will be in the desired position as it was specified by the user. In this case link 4 will not be

controlled and always be parallel to the xy-plane. Another solution is not calculating the torques

by way of geometrical force distribution, but calculate the torques as

where '8 is the vector of the five joint angles and J T('8) the transpose of the Jacobian matrix.

With help of the matrices in appendix C, the Jacobian matrices can be derived very easily.

The oscillation effect due to only taking into account the nearest obstacle to a link can simply be

eliminated by taking the intluence of all the obstacles resulting in one repulsive force vector,

which is the summation of the seperate repulsive force vectors.

Eliminating all these effects will not prevent the robot from being trapped in a local minima. We

will have to design local procedures to exit from a local minima or replace the current potential

functions by other functions which will guarantee there'lI be no local minima (see chapter 3).

Because the robot moves fast, it is hard to follow its motion. Also, the obstacles are virtual

making it impossible to give a good analysis of the motion. lts recommendable to 'record' the

joint angles during the robot motion and save them to a tile. A simple program can be written

which calculates the joint positions from the joint angles using the direct kinematics and draws

Iines between these points. In this case we can visually represent the robot configuration. If also

the obstacles are visually represented, the motion can be shown step by step and be analyzed.
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Appendix A Compiling, Iinking and downloading

The programs for the RCS are written in C. ance the programs have been finished, they have to

be compiled and Iinked together. For each card in the VME-rack we have a batch-file called

CaM.BAT where assembling of source-code and compilation of C files is accomplished. These

batch files are shown below. The assembler asm68k compiles a source-file with the extension .src

into object-code. The Microtec cross-compiler mcc68k compiles a C-tile into object-code. So after

the batch-file CaM.BAT has been executed, we have obtained the object-code of the files in the

batch-file. The parameter -pXXXXX(/XXXXX) indicates what kind of processor(s) the card

posesses. For the mastercard this is the 68010 processor and for the mathcards the 68020

processor. The mathcards also posess a 68881 co-processor. With the -f option, the compiler

generates code that utilizes the instructions provided by the 68881 floating-point co-processor.

With the -c option, the compiler produces an object file, but does not link it to produce an

executable file.

caM.BAT of the mastercard

asm68k -f p=68010 ENTRY.SRC
asm68k -f p=68010 DUSCC.SRC
asm68k -f p=68010 SBRK.SRC
REM
mcc68k -p68010 -c CSYS68K.C
mcc68k -p68010 -c RBS_HOLE.C
mcc68k -p68010 -c TEST_RBS.C
mcc68k -p68010 -c TEACH_W.C
mcc68k -p68010 -c INCHRW.C
mcc68k -p68010 -c OUTCHR.C

caM.BAT of mathcard 2

asm68k -f p=68020/68881 ENTRY.SRC
asm68k -f p=68020/68881 LCHARIOl.SRC
asm68k -f p=68020/68881 SBRK.SRC
REM
mcc68k -p68020 -f -c CSYS68K.C
mcc68k -p68020 -f -c D_STORE.C
mcc68k -p68020 -f -c LTERMIO.C
mcc68k -p68020 -f -c TRANSFl.C
mcc68k -p68020 -f -c REKEN_Q.C
mcc68k -p68020 -f -c CON_ALG.C
mcc68k -p68020 -f -c inchrw.C
mcc68k -p68020 -f -c outchr.C

caM.BAT of mathcard 1

asm68k -f p=68020/68881 ENTRY.SRC
asm68k -f p=68020/68881 LCHARIOl.SRC
asm68k -f p=68020/68881 SBRK.SRC
REM
mcc68k -p68020 -f -c CSYS68K.C
mcc68k -p68020 -f -c DAC.C
mcc68k -p68020 -f -c D_STORE.C
mcc68k -p68020 -f -c LTERMIO.C
mcc68k -p68020 -f -c REGEL_O.C
mcc68k -p68020 -f -c REGEL_l.C
mcc68k -p68020 -f -c REGEL_2.C
mcc68k -p68020 -f -c REGEL_3.C
mcc68k -p68020 -f -c REGEL_4.C
mcc68k -p68020 -f -c CONTROL.C
mcc68k -p68020 -f -c TRANSF.C
mcc68k -p68020 -f -e JNT]OT.C
mcc68k -p68020 -f -e REKEN_QD.C
mcc68k -p68020 -f -c inchrw.C
mcc68k -p68020 -f -c outchr.C

After all the tiles for a specitic card have been compiled to object-code, these object-code files

have to be linked together to one executable file. This can be achieved with the file 'link.bat'
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which is shown below.

CLS
ECHO OFF
ECHO.
ECHO - Link batch file for the asm68k linker -
ECHO.
ECHO.
IF '%1' == "GOTO error
Ink68k -c %l.cllld -m > %O.map
ECHO %l.cmd is linked to %l.abs
GOTO end
:error
ECHO OFF
CLS
ECHO.
ECHO - ERROR !! -
ECHO.
ECHO Used command : link %1
ECHO.
ECHO Usage : link [coillmand-filename]
ECHO.
ECHO comilland-filename : name of
the cmd-file without extension !
ECHO.
ECHO Example : link rbs m
ECHO.
PAUSE
:end
ECHO ON

To execute this batch file one has to type: link 'tilename.cmd', with 'tilename.cmd' the command

file containg the names of the object-code mes which have to be Iinked together. The names and

contents of the command mes of each card are shown below.

RBS_M.CMD (master card)

chip 68010
list T,X
base $2000
public nnSTACKTOP=$30000
load entry
load duscc
load test rbs
load teach w
load rbs hole
load sbrk
load inchlW
load outchr
load csys68k
load c:\vme c\mcc68k\68000\mcc68kab.Iib
end
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RBS_Rl.CMD (mathcard 1)

chip 68020
list T, X
base $2000
public ????STACKTOP=$30000
load entry
load Ichariol
load sbrk
load Iterrnio
load dac
load d store
load regel_0
load regel_l
load regel_2
load regel_3
load regel_4
load controLe
load transf.c
load jntjJot.c
load reken_qd
load inchrw
load outchr
load csys68k
load c:\vrne c\rncc68k\68020\rncc68kab.Iib
end

RBS_R2.CMD (mathcard 2)

chip 68020
list T, X
base $2000
public ????STACKTOP=$30000
load entry
load Ichariol
load sbrk
load Iterrnio
load d store
load transf. c
load con_alg.c
load reken_q
load inchrw
load outchr
load csys68k
load c:\vrne c\rncc68k\68020\rncc68kab.Iib
end

The result after Iinking is an executable file with the same filename as the command file but now

with the extension .abs. The *.abs files have to be down-Ioaded to the VME-rack. This is

achieved by executing the file 'load.bat', which executes two files: 'setup.exe' and 'sendalI.exe'.

The 'sendalI.exe' file contains the directories where to tind the *.abs files. In the current case

these directories are: c:\dave\master , c:\dave\rekenl and c:\dave\reken2. If the *.abs files are

positioned somewhere else, one has to change the directories in 'sendall.c' and compile this file

again.

After down-Ioading the programs to the three cards they can be seperately executed by first

connecting the monitor, which is connected to the VME-rack, with mathcard2 and type 'g02000',

then conneet the monitor to mathcard 1 and type 'g02000' and finally connect the monitor with the

mastercard and again type 'g02000'. This has to be done in this order. Finally an application can

be executed on the PC to control the robot.
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Appendix B

The D-H transformation matrices for adjacent coordinate systems of the ASEA Irb-6.

COO(oRl) 0 sin(ORl) 0 -sin(ORZ) -coS(ORZ) 0 -~sin(ORZ)

sin(ORl 0 -cos(ORl) 0 2 COS(ORZ) -sin(OR2) 0 L2cos(OR2)
I Al ..Á o ..

0 1 0 LI
0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

sin(ORJ) cos(ORj) 0 L3sin(ORJ) -sin(OR4) 0 COO(OR4) 0

3 -Cos(ORJ) sin(ORJ) 0 -L3cos(ORJ) 4 COS(OR4) 0 sin(OR4) 0
Á 2 = A3 ..

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

COO(ORj) -sin(ORj) 0 0

:I
sin(ORj) cos(ORj) 0 0

Á 4 =
0 0 1 L4

0 0 0 1
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Appendix C

Link transformation matrices T~

Cl 0 SI 0 -cISz -cICz SI -LzcIsZ

T,l SI 0 -Cl 0 Z -SISZ -SICZ -Cl -LzSISz
a

0 1 0 Ll
Ta =

Cz -Sz 0 LI+LzCz

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

CIC3 -ClS3 SI -LZCISZ+L3CIC3 -CIS4 SI CIC4 -LzCISZ+L3CIC3

~=
SlC3 -SIS3 -Cl -LzSlSZ+L3S1C3

~=
-SIS4 -Cl SlC4 -LzSISZ+~SIC3

S3 C3 0 Ll+LzCz+L3S3 C4 0 S4 Ll+LzCz+L3S3

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

-ClS4Cj+SlSj ClS4Sj+SlCj CIC4 C1( -LzSz+L3C3+L4CJ

rg= -SIS4Cj-ClSj SIS4Sj-CICj SlC4 Sl( -LzSz+L3C3+L4CJ

C4Cj -C4Sj S4 Ll+LzCz+L3S3+L4S4

0 0 0 1

with Cl =COS(OWI)'
Cz=cos(0wz),

C3 = cos( 0WJ)'
C4 =cos(OwJ,
Cj =cos(Ows)'

SI =sin(OWI)
Sz =sin(0ln)
S3 =sin(OWJ)
S4 =sin(OwJ
Sj =sin(Ows)

and Lj the length of link i.

Notice that the transformation matrices are expressed in worId angles, that is, the angles which are

delivered by the resolvers, opposite to the homogeneous transformation matrices for adjacent links

in appendix B which are expressed in robot angles!!! For a definition of the worId and robot

angles see the figures 4.3a and 4.3b in chapter 4.
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